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Pierre Bibault is a multifaceted French classical and electric guita-
rist. 
He has performed in more than 25 countries, and in many prestigious 
venues: Radio France, Philharmonie de Paris, Flagey in Brussels, Wig-
more Hall in London. 

As a soloist, he explores contemporary music: written, improvised, 
with electronics, or sounds transformed in real time, and handles his 
guitars as well as samplers, loopers and computers. He works closely 

with today's composers, many of  whom have dedicated their guitar works to him. Among them: Zad Moultaka, Thierry 
Pécou, Jeffrey Holmes. 

On October 1, 2021 (IndéSens Records) he released the recording of  the complete works for electric guitar by the 
American minimalist composer Steve Reich (1936-), who himself  validated the program of  the disc, and whom we cele-
brated the 85 years on October 3, 2021. Press and radio already reserve a warm welcome to the album: "Guitare, guitares" 
on France Musique devoted a special edition to it, "Générations France Musique le live" invited Pierre Bibault for a 
concert and an interview, and "Classical Guitar Magazine" has reserved a double page for it (November 2021). 

Since 2018, Pierre Bibault has been an additional musician (classical and electric guitars) for the Ensemble Intercontempo-
rain, under the direction of  Matthias Pintscher. With the Ensemble he was able to collaborate with many essential com-
posers and composers of  the international contemporary scene: Olga Neuwirth, Rebecca Saunders, James Dillon, and 
explore a wide repertoire, ranging from psychedelic rock written by Frank Zappa, to music for the film Die Start ohne Juden 
by Olga Neuwirth published and broadcast on Arte TV. 
In 2019, the Ensemble invited him as a soloist for the French creation of  the classical guitar concerto "Ode an 
Eine Äolsharfe" by Hans Werner Henze, at the Cité de la Musique, Philharmonie de Paris. 
In June 2020, he was invited back as a soloist for the premiere of  Olga Neuwirth's "Eleanor" electric guitar 
concerto, to be held at the Ojai Festival near Los Angeles, USA. The tour was finally canceled, in the midst of  the Covid 
crisis. 

Pierre Bibault is a permanent member of  Thierry Pécou's Ensemble Variances, which he joined in 2017 (Festival 
Présences at Radio France, Wigmore Hall in London, Salle Cortot in Paris, Opéra de Rouen, etc.). 
During the various Covid lockdowns, the Ensemble transformed its concert season, and in particular its 2020-2021 resi-
dency at the Salle Cortot, into concert-recordings, all available on YouTube. A record of  performed works (François-Ber-
nard Mâche, Thierry Pécou, Jeffrey Holmes) was also released on the Ohuaya label in spring 2021. 
In September 2022, Pierre Bibault will resume the creation of  Thierry Pécou's new opera "Until the Lions" with the Opé-
ra National du Rhin. 

Since 2020, he is an additional musician (classical and electric guitars) for the Philharmonic Orchestra of  Radio 
France, and has performed under the direction of  great conductors: Kent Nagano, Maxime Pascal. 

Pierre Bibault is a Doctor of  Arts, and the author of  a thesis Gesture and a Gesture Extraction Process in Zad Moultaka's 
Music for Solo Guitar.s: A Performer's Perspective, VUB / KCB, 2021, 415 p. 

He is the Artistic Director of  the International Guitar Festival in Béarn since its creation in 2017, and has been a Pro-
ject Advisor and Supervisor for the Paris Guitar Foundation from 2014 to 2018. 

Pierre Bibault is a Professor at the Paris Conservatories (Entitled, Cat. A), in the 12th and 16th arrondissements, as 
well as a Teacher-Researcher at the Koninklijk Conservatorium Brussel. He frequently gives Masterclasses and 
Conferences in France and abroad. 
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